Fun with Alex and Farming
Part 4
Taking corn to the market
A Day with Uncle FunBuck

This 4th installment will be filmed closer to winter when things wind down for us
both. We will drive out to the farm and meet Farmer Seth. Farmer Jim has retired
for the remaining part of the year. Farmer Seth gets in Tank with us as we drive out
to the office.

On our way to the office, Tank turns down the road and instead of going slowly
through the creek, Tank guns it and ACCELLERATES through the creek creating one
heck of a splash! Buck, Seth, Grump and Alex all let out a big “ooohhhhhh” and we
enjoy going through the creek just like we do when we go through a big puddle!

When we arrive at the office, we all get out and Seth asks Alex if she has ever been
in a Rig before, and Alex says “no”. “Well” Seth says “get ready Alex because Rig is
what pulls our trailer of corn to the market”. “Are you ready to meet Rig?” and Alex
says yes, then Seth calls for Rig. The next scene is Rig starting up and all the black
smoke coming out of Rigs muffler pipes. Then Rig drives on over and pulls up to us
at the office. Seth introduces us to Rig and Seth says “Rig, can you open the door for
the lady? And Rig’s door opens and Seth assists Alex up to the seat. Buck follows
Alex and then Seth gets inside.

The cameras will be inside filming as Seth tells us that what we need to do now is
take rig to the back and hook him up to one of the trailers so we can fill the trailer
and take corn to market. We see Rig pull around and we will film Rig backing up
and hooking up to the trailer. Then Seth says “now its time to fill the trailer with
corn. Alex, this is pretty cool and I think you are going to like it”. And Seth pulls Rig
with the trailer into the loading area. We get out and then we see Seth start up the
auger and then the trailer fills up. We will put cameras up on top of the trailer to see
the corn going in and filling up.

Once filled up we all hop into Rig and we are off for the market. We will film a bunch
of scenes of the truck driving down the highway, through country side as we go to
the grain silos.

I have never taken grain to market, so I’m not sure what we can see or film. I will
leave this up to you. But on the way, Seth will be asking Buck and Alex interesting
tidbits about Corn. “Buck and Alex, do you know what the number one thing Corn is
used for?”
When we arrive at Consolidated, we see them stick a huge probe in the corn and test
the corn for moisture content, how much dirt and bits of the corn stalk are in the
corn and they tell us it is as good as gold!

Seth pulls up and we see the trailer unload into a huge grate.

Seth, while on the way home, asks Buck and Alex if they know what the number one
use of corn is?
Most of the corn produced in the United States is used for the livestock industry. It
is used to feed beef cattle dairy cattle, chickens, and hogs. Then biggest user of corn
is the ethanol industry. Corn is made into fuel that can be used to power cars and
trucks.
Time for a parent challenge right after we learn that tidbit.

Then when we return back to the office we get into Tank and we take Seth back
home, but only after one last run through creek!

When we arrive at Farmer Jims house to drop off Seth, Farmer Jim comes out and
we say thanks to Farmer Jim and Farmer Seth for teaching us all about farming corn
all we all say our goodbyes. I have this feeling its going to be a sad goodbye.

Then we return home and Alex meets her mom and I sign off the show.

